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This book addresses the need to improve TCP’s performance inside data centers by providing solutions that are both practical and backward
compatible with standard TCP versions. The authors approach this challenge first by deriving an analytical model for TCP’s performance
under typical data center workload traffic. They then discuss some solutions that are designed to improve TCP performance by either
proactively detecting network congestion through probabilistic retransmission or by avoiding timeout penalty through dynamic resizing of TCP
segments. Experimental results show that each of techniques discussed outperforms standard TCP inside a data center.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the International Conference on Information Networking, ICOIN 2006 held
in Sendai, Japan in January 2006. The 98 revised full papers presented were carefully selected and improved during two rounds of reviewing
and revision from a total of 468 submissions.
Network routing can be broadly categorized into Internet routing, PSTN routing, and telecommunication transport network routing. This book
systematically considers these routing paradigms, as well as their interoperability. The authors discuss how algorithms, protocols, analysis,
and operational deployment impact these approaches. A unique feature of the book is consideration of both macro-state and micro-state in
routing; that is, how routing is accomplished at the level of networks and how routers or switches are designed to enable efficient routing. In
reading this book, one will learn about 1) the evolution of network routing, 2) the role of IP and E.164 addressing in routing, 3) the impact on
router and switching architectures and their design, 4) deployment of network routing protocols, 5) the role of traffic engineering in routing,
and 6) lessons learned from implementation and operational experience. This book explores the strengths and weaknesses that should be
considered during deployment of future routing schemes as well as actual implementation of these schemes. It allows the reader to
understand how different routing strategies work and are employed and the connection between them. This is accomplished in part by the
authors' use of numerous real-world examples to bring the material alive. Bridges the gap between theory and practice in network routing,
including the fine points of implementation and operational experience Routing in a multitude of technologies discussed in practical detail,
including, IP/MPLS, PSTN, and optical networking Routing protocols such as OSPF, IS-IS, BGP presented in detail A detailed coverage of
various router and switch architectures A comprehensive discussion about algorithms on IP-lookup and packet classification Accessible to a
wide audience due to its vendor-neutral approach
Welcometotheproceedingsofthe2ndInternationalSymposiumonParalleland Distributed Processing and Applications (ISPA2004) which was
held in Hong Kong, China, 13–15 December, 2004. With the advance of computer networks and hardware technology, parallel and
distributed processing has become a key technology which plays an imp- tant part in determining future research and development activities
in many academic and industrial branches. It provides a means to solve computati- ally intensive problems by improving processing speed. It
is also the only - ableapproachtobuildinghighlyreliableandinherentlydistributedapplications. ISPA2004 provided a forum for scientists and
engineers in academia and ind- try to exchange and discuss their experiences, new ideas, research results, and applications about all
aspects of parallel and distributed computing. There was a very large number of paper submissions (361) from 26 countries and regions,
including not only Asia and the Paci?c, but also Europe and North America. All submissions were reviewed by at least three program or
technical committee members or external reviewers. It was extremely di?cult to select the presentations for the conference because there
were so many excellent and interesting submissions. In order to allocate as many papers as possible and keep the high quality of the
conference, we ?nally decided to accept 78 regular papers and 38 short papers for oral technical presentations. We believe that all of these
papers and topics not only provide novel ideas, new results, work in progress and state-of-the-art techniques in this ?eld, but also stimulate
the future research activities in the area of parallel and distributed computing with applications.
This post proeedings volume contains a selection of research contributions presented at FITraMEn 2008, held during December 11-12, 2008
in Porto, Portugal. The papers contained in this book provide a general view of the ongoing research on traffic management and traffic
engineering in the Euro-NF Network of Excellence, and give a representative example of the problems currently investigated in this area, that
spans topics such as bandwidth allocation and traffic control, statistical analysis, traffic engineering, and optical networks and video
communications.
Database and Data Communication Network Systems examines the utilization of the Internet and Local Area/Wide Area Networks in all areas
of human endeavor. This three-volume set covers, among other topics, database systems, data compression, database architecture, data
acquisition, asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and the practical application of these technologies. The international collection of contributors
was culled from exhaustive research of over 100,000 related archival and technical journals. This reference will be indispensable to
engineering and computer science libraries, research libraries, and telecommunications, networking, and computer companies. It covers a
diverse array of topics, including: * Techniques in emerging database system architectures * Techniques and applications in data mining *
Object-oriented database systems * Data acquisition on the WWW during heavy client/server traffic periods * Information exploration on the
WWW * Education and training in multimedia database systems * Data structure techniques in rapid prototyping and manufacturing *
Wireless ATM in data networks for mobile systems * Applications in corporate finance * Scientific data visualization * Data compression and
information retrieval * Techniques in medical systems, intensive care units
Although there are many books available on WSNs, most are low-level, introductory books. The few available for advanced readers fail to
convey the breadth of knowledge required for those aiming to develop next-generation solutions for WSNs.Filling this void, Wireless Sensor
Networks: From Theory to Applications supplies comprehensive coverage of WS

The explosion of traffic over data communications networks has resulted in a growing demand for Quality of Service (QoS)
techniques to ensure network reliability, particularly in regard to e-commerce applications. Written by two experts in the field, this
book covers the implementation of QoS techniques from an engineering point of view. Readers will find practical, up-to-date
coverage of all key QoS technologies, real-world engineering examples illustrating theoretical results, and a discussion of new
control techniques for the next generation multimedia networks. Market: Electrical Engineers and Computer Scientists involved
with high-speed networks
This book includes the original, peer-reviewed research from the 2nd International Conference on Emerging Trends in Electrical,
Communication and Information Technologies (ICECIT 2015), held in December, 2015 at Srinivasa Ramanujan Institute of
Technology, Ananthapuramu, Andhra Pradesh, India. It covers the latest research trends or developments in areas of Electrical
Engineering, Electronic and Communication Engineering, and Computer Science and Information.
Computer Networks: A Systems Approach, Fifth Edition, explores the key principles of computer networking, with examples drawn
from the real world of network and protocol design. Using the Internet as the primary example, this best-selling and classic
textbook explains various protocols and networking technologies. The systems-oriented approach encourages students to think
about how individual network components fit into a larger, complex system of interactions. This book has a completely updated
content with expanded coverage of the topics of utmost importance to networking professionals and students, including P2P,
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wireless, network security, and network applications such as e-mail and the Web, IP telephony and video streaming, and peer-topeer file sharing. There is now increased focus on application layer issues where innovative and exciting research and design is
currently the center of attention. Other topics include network design and architecture; the ways users can connect to a network;
the concepts of switching, routing, and internetworking; end-to-end protocols; congestion control and resource allocation; and endto-end data. Each chapter includes a problem statement, which introduces issues to be examined; shaded sidebars that elaborate
on a topic or introduce a related advanced topic; What’s Next? discussions that deal with emerging issues in research, the
commercial world, or society; and exercises. This book is written for graduate or upper-division undergraduate classes in computer
networking. It will also be useful for industry professionals retraining for network-related assignments, as well as for network
practitioners seeking to understand the workings of network protocols and the big picture of networking. Completely updated
content with expanded coverage of the topics of utmost importance to networking professionals and students, including P2P,
wireless, security, and applications Increased focus on application layer issues where innovative and exciting research and design
is currently the center of attention Free downloadable network simulation software and lab experiments manual available
This book provides comprehensive coverage of the protocols of communication systems. The book is divided into four parts. Part I
covers the basic concepts of system and protocol design and specification, overviews the models and languages for informal and
formal specification of protocols, and describes the specification language SDL. In the second part, the basic notions and
properties of communication protocols and protocol stacks are explained, including the treatment of the logical correctness and the
performance of protocols. In the third part, many methods for message transfer, on which specific communication protocols are
based, are explained and formally specified in the SDL language. The fourth part provides for short descriptions of some specific
protocols, mainly used in IP networks, in order to acquaint a reader with the practical use of communication methods presented in
the third part of the book. The book is relevant to researchers, academics, professionals and students in communications
engineering. Provides comprehensive yet granular coverage of the protocols of communication systems Allows readers the ability
to understand the formal specification of communication protocols Specifies communication methods and protocols in the
specification language SDL, giving readers practical tools to venture on their own
Appropriate for a first course on computer networking, this textbook describes the architecture and function of the application,
transport, network, and link layers of the internet protocol stack, then examines audio and video networking applications, the
underpinnings of encryption and network security, and the key issues of network management. Th
Thesis (M.A.) from the year 2019 in the subject Engineering - Computer Engineering, , language: English, abstract: The digital era
of communications shapes the globe from wired networks to wireless network, offline media to online media. The mobile adhoc
network is one of the major categories of network where the users depends upon and accessing the services too. As the number
of users increases in accessing the data in mobile adhoc networks, the major challenging issue is congestion. The type of data
transmitting and receiving in mobile adhoc networks mainly deals with multimedia data i. e audio, video and animations. The
bandwidth utilization is high in case of multimedia data in the mobile ad hoc network when compared to other data payloads. The
network performance level can be optimized by reducing the congestion in mobile adhoc networks. It is highly difficult to provide
best performance to meet the user expectations in mobile adhoc networks. As in mobile adhoc network, Congestion control at the
transport layer is the greater role. Subsequently, the various compound designs are being used and system which has to adjusted
as per the service providers. As Quality of Service is very much required by users in mobile adhoc networks and it’s very much
problematic to attain them by having a less number of resources. TCP is the standard protocol of transport layer which behaves in
different flavors. Among such variants NewReno and HSTCP are the most commonly used. However the performance of TCP
NewReno and HSTCP are very much sensitive to immediate changes in the traffic load. For achieving the QoS in mobile adhoc
networks the problems related with congestion issues has to be addressed. The proposed work identifies certain number of issues
during the improvement of QoS in mobile adhoc networks. Hence, the proposed algorithms MHSTCP and SwTCP are designed
and developed. MHSTCP and SwTCP give attention towards few parameters such as Bandwidth utilization, Data rate, Delay, and
energy. The proposed algorithms are simulated in Network Simulator-2 by varying impairments and results are verified. Based on
the simulation results, the research outcome shows that the proposed algorithms outperform the existing TCP congestion control
variants in enhancing the QoS parameters in Mobile adhoc networks.
Data Communications and Computer Networks is designed as quick reference guide for important undergraduate computer
courses. The organized and accessible format of this book allows students to learn the important concepts in an easy-tounderstand,
Communications: Wireless in Developing Countries and Networks of the Future The present book contains the proceedings of two
conferences held at the World Computer Congress 2010 in Brisbane, Australia (September 20–23) organized by the International
Federation for Information Processing (IFIP): the Third IFIP TC 6 Int- national Conference on Wireless Communications and
Information Technology for Developing Countries (WCITD 2010) and the IFIP TC 6 International Network of the Future Conference
(NF 2010). The main objective of these two IFIP conferences on communications is to provide a platform for the exchange of
recent and original c- tributions in wireless networks in developing countries and networks of the future. There are many exiting
trends and developments in the communications industry, several of which are related to advances in wireless networks, and nextgeneration Internet. It is commonly believed in the communications industry that a new gene- tion should appear in the next ten
years. Yet there are a number of issues that are being worked on in various industry research and development labs and
universities towards enabling wireless high-speed networks, virtualization techniques, smart n- works, high-level security schemes,
etc. We would like to thank the members of the Program Committees and the external reviewers and we hope these proceedings
will be very useful to all researchers int- ested in the fields of wireless networks and future network technologies.
As the Internet becomes increasingly heterogeneous, the issue of congestion control becomes ever more important. In order to
maintain good network performance, mechanisms must be provided to prevent the network from being congested for any
significant period of time. Michael Welzl describes the background and concepts of Internet congestion control, in an accessible
and easily comprehensible format. Throughout the book, not just the how, but the why of complex technologies including the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Active Queue Management are explained. The text also gives an overview of the stateof-the-art in congestion control research and an insight into the future. Network Congestion Control: Presents comprehensive,
easy-to-read documentation on the advanced topic of congestion control without heavy maths. Aims to give a thorough
understanding of the evolution of Internet congestion control: how TCP works, why it works the way it does, and why some
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congestion control concepts failed for the Internet. Explains the Chiu/Jain vector diagrams and introduces a new method of using
these diagrams for analysis, teaching & design. Elaborates on how the theory of congestion control impacts on the practicalities of
service delivery. Includes an appendix with examples/problems to assist learning. Provides an accompanying website with Java
tools for teaching congestion control, as well as examples, links to code and projects/bibliography. This invaluable text will provide
academics and researchers in computer science, electrical engineering and communications networking, as well as students on
advanced networking and Internet courses, with a thorough understanding of the current state and future evolution of Internet
congestion control. Network administrators and Internet service and applications providers will also find Network Congestion
Control a comprehensive, accessible self-teach tool.
How prepared are you to build fast and efficient web applications? This eloquent book provides what every web developer should
know about the network, from fundamental limitations that affect performance to major innovations for building even more powerful
browser applications—including HTTP 2.0 and XHR improvements, Server-Sent Events (SSE), WebSocket, and WebRTC. Author
Ilya Grigorik, a web performance engineer at Google, demonstrates performance optimization best practices for TCP, UDP, and
TLS protocols, and explains unique wireless and mobile network optimization requirements. You’ll then dive into performance
characteristics of technologies such as HTTP 2.0, client-side network scripting with XHR, real-time streaming with SSE and
WebSocket, and P2P communication with WebRTC. Deliver superlative TCP, UDP, and TLS performance Speed up network
performance over 3G/4G mobile networks Develop fast and energy-efficient mobile applications Address bottlenecks in HTTP 1.x
and other browser protocols Plan for and deliver the best HTTP 2.0 performance Enable efficient real-time streaming in the
browser Create efficient peer-to-peer videoconferencing and low-latency applications with real-time WebRTC transports
What every electrical engineering student and technical professional needs to know about data exchange across networks While
most electrical engineering students learn how the individual components that make up data communication technologies work,
they rarely learn how the parts work together in complete data communication networks. In part, this is due to the fact that until
now there have been no texts on data communication networking written for undergraduate electrical engineering students. Based
on the author’s years of classroom experience, Fundamentals of Data Communication Networks fills that gap in the pedagogical
literature, providing readers with a much-needed overview of all relevant aspects of data communication networking, addressed
from the perspective of the various technologies involved. The demand for information exchange in networks continues to grow at
a staggering rate, and that demand will continue to mount exponentially as the number of interconnected IoT-enabled devices
grows to an expected twenty-six billion by the year 2020. Never has it been more urgent for engineering students to understand
the fundamental science and technology behind data communication, and this book, the first of its kind, gives them that
understanding. To achieve this goal, the book: Combines signal theory, data protocols, and wireless networking concepts into one
text Explores the full range of issues that affect common processes such as media downloads and online games Addresses
services for the network layer, the transport layer, and the application layer Investigates multiple access schemes and local area
networks with coverage of services for the physical layer and the data link layer Describes mobile communication networks and
critical issues in network security Includes problem sets in each chapter to test and fine-tune readers’ understanding
Fundamentals of Data Communication Networks is a must-read for advanced undergraduates and graduate students in electrical
and computer engineering. It is also a valuable working resource for researchers, electrical engineers, and technical professionals.
This complete guide to setting up and running a TCP/IP network is essential for network administrators, and invaluable for users of
home systems that access the Internet. The book starts with the fundamentals -- what protocols do and how they work, how
addresses and routing are used to move data through the network, how to set up your network connection -- and then covers, in
detail, everything you need to know to exchange information via the Internet.Included are discussions on advanced routing
protocols (RIPv2, OSPF, and BGP) and the gated software package that implements them, a tutorial on configuring important
network services -- including DNS, Apache, sendmail, Samba, PPP, and DHCP -- as well as expanded chapters on
troubleshooting and security. TCP/IP Network Administration is also a command and syntax reference for important packages
such as gated, pppd, named, dhcpd, and sendmail.With coverage that includes Linux, Solaris, BSD, and System V TCP/IP
implementations, the third edition contains: Overview of TCP/IP Delivering the data Network services Getting startedM Basic
configuration Configuring the interface Configuring routing Configuring DNS Configuring network servers Configuring sendmail
Configuring Apache Network security Troubleshooting Appendices include dip, ppd, and chat reference, a gated reference, a
dhcpd reference, and a sendmail reference This new edition includes ways of configuring Samba to provide file and print sharing
on networks that integrate Unix and Windows, and a new chapter is dedicated to the important task of configuring the Apache web
server. Coverage of network security now includes details on OpenSSH, stunnel, gpg, iptables, and the access control mechanism
in xinetd. Plus, the book offers updated information about DNS, including details on BIND 8 and BIND 9, the role of classless IP
addressing and network prefixes, and the changing role of registrars.Without a doubt, TCP/IP Network Administration, 3rd Edition
is a must-have for all network administrators and anyone who deals with a network that transmits data over the Internet.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International IFIP-TC6 Networking Conference, NETWORKING 2009,
held in Aachen, Germany, in May 2000. The 48 revised full papers and 28 work-in-progress papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 232 submissions for inclusion in the book. The papers are organized in topical sections on Ad-Hoc Networks:
Sensor Networks; Modelling: Routing & Queuing; Peer to peer: Analysis; Quality of Service: New Protocols; Wireless Networks:
Planning & Performance; Applications and Services: System Evaluation; Peer to peer: Topology; Next Generation Internet:
Transport Protocols; Wireless Networks: Protocols; Next Generation Internet: Network & Transport; Modelling and Performance
Analysis: Infrastructure; Applications and Services: Streaming & Multimedia; Wireless Networks: Availability; Modelling and
Performance Evaluation: Network Architectures; Peer to peer: Frameworks & Architectures; All-IP Networking: Frameworks; Next
Generation Internet; Performance and Wireless.
Welcome to ICOIN 2005,the International Conference on Information Netwo- ing, held at Ramada Plaza Jeju Hotel, Jeju Island,
Korea during January 31– February2,2005.ICOIN2005followedthesuccessofpreviousconferences.Since 1986, the conference has
provided a technical forum for various issues in inf- mation networking. The theme of each conference re?ects the historic events
in the computer communication industry. (Please refer to www.icoin2005.or.kr for details.) The theme of ICOIN 2004,
“Convergence in Broadband and Mobile Networking,” was used again for ICOIN 2005 since we believed it was ongoing. This year
we received 427 submissions in total, which came from 22 co- tries. Upon submission, authors were asked to select one of the
categories listed in the Call for Papers. The most popular category chosen was network se- rity, followed by mobile networks and
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wireless LANs. Other areas with strong showings included QoS and resource management, ad hoc and sensor networks, and
wireless multimedia systems. From the outset, we could see where recent research interest lay and could make sure that the
theme was still going in the right direction.

This book discusses data communication and computer networking, communication technologies and the applications of
IoT (Internet of Things), big data, cloud computing and healthcare informatics. It explores, examines and critiques
intelligent data communications and presents inventive methodologies in communication technologies and IoT. Aimed at
researchers and academicians who need to understand the importance of data communication and advanced
technologies in IoT, it offers different perspectives to help readers increase their knowledge and motivates them to
conduct research in the area, highlighting various innovative ideas for future research.
Congestion Control in Data Transmission NetworksSliding Mode and Other DesignsSpringer Science & Business Media
Computer networks based on the TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) employ TCP congestion
control and shortest path routing. However, TCP congestion control can result in under-utilization of link capacity, low
session throughput, and unfairness in its throughput performance over impaired links. Conventional shortest path routing
can lead to network congestion and under-utilized links due to uneven distribution of traffic in the network. To address
these problems, this thesis proposes multipath congestion control algorithms for data networks, which combine multipath
routing with network congestion control. First, an efficient multipath route discovery algorithm is proposed to find multiple
paths in the underlying network infrastructure. The multipath route discovery algorithm can find multipath routes with
varying degrees of disjointedness. Second, we develop multipath traffic distribution algorithm to alleviate network
congestion by exploiting multipath routes. The proposed "congestion-triggered multipath protocol" requires relatively
minor upgrades to the existing Internet architecture. Recently, there have been proposals to introduce explicit rate
signaling into the Internet. Explicit rate signaling has the potential to substantially improve network performance, but
requires routers that can support signaling on a per-flow basis. Along these lines, we propose an adaptive dynamic rate
controller that computes the rate for flows in response to network status (e.g., network congestion, link underutilization) in
order to minimize network congestion and fully utilize the link capacity. We evaluate its performance in conjunction with a
rate-based transport protocol.
"This book addresses key issues for businesses utilizing data communications and the increasing importance of
networking technologies in business; it covers a series of technical advances in the field while highlighting their
respective contributions to business or organizational goals, and centers on the issues of network-based applications,
mobility, wireless networks and network security"--Provided by publisher.
The congestion control mechanism has been responsible for maintaining stability as the Internet scaled up by many
orders of magnitude in size, speed, traffic volume, coverage, and complexity over the last three decades. In this book, we
develop a coherent theory of congestion control from the ground up to help understand and design these algorithms. We
model network traffic as fluids that flow from sources to destinations and model congestion control algorithms as
feedback dynamical systems. We show that the model is well defined. We characterize its equilibrium points and prove
their stability. We will use several real protocols for illustration but the emphasis will be on various mathematical
techniques for algorithm analysis. Specifically we are interested in four questions: 1. How are congestion control
algorithms modelled? 2. Are the models well defined? 3. How are the equilibrium points of a congestion control model
characterized? 4. How are the stability of these equilibrium points analyzed? For each topic, we first present analytical
tools, from convex optimization, to control and dynamical systems, Lyapunov and Nyquist stability theorems, and to
projection and contraction theorems. We then apply these basic tools to congestion control algorithms and rigorously
prove their equilibrium and stability properties. A notable feature of this book is the careful treatment of projected
dynamics that introduces discontinuity in our differential equations. Even though our development is carried out in the
context of congestion control, the set of system theoretic tools employed and the process of understanding a physical
system, building mathematical models, and analyzing these models for insights have a much wider applicability than to
congestion control.
This book constitutes the proceedings of three International Conferences, NeCoM 2011, on Networks &
Communications, WeST 2011, on Web and Semantic Technology, and WiMoN 2011, on Wireless and Mobile Networks,
jointly held in Chennai, India, in July 2011. The 74 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from numerous submissions. The papers address all technical and practical aspects of networks and communications in
wireless and mobile networks dealing with issues such as network protocols and wireless networks, data communication
technologies, and network security; they present knowledge and results in theory, methodology and applications of the
Web and semantic technologies; as well as current research on wireless and mobile communications, networks,
protocols and on wireless and mobile security.
This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the International Conference on Machine Learning
and Intelligent Communications, MLICOM 2016, held in Shanghai, China in August 2016. The 41 revised full papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 47 submissions. The papers are organized thematically: data mining in
heterogeneous networks, decentralized learning for wireless communication systems, intelligent cooperative/distributed
coding, intelligent cooperative networks, Intelligent massive MIMO, time coded multi-user MIMO System based on three
dimensional complementary codes, intelligent positioning and navigation systems, intelligent spectrum allocation
schemes, machine learning algorithm & cognitive radio networks, machine learning for multimedia.
Internet Congestion Control provides a description of some of the most important topics in the area of congestion control
in computer networks, with special emphasis on the analytical modeling of congestion control algorithms. The field of
congestion control has seen many notable advances in recent years and the purpose of this book, which is targeted
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towards the advanced and intermediate reader, is to inform about the most important developments in this area. The
book should enable the reader to gain a good understanding of the application of congestion control theory to a number
of application domains such as Data Center Networks, Video Streaming, High Speed Links and Broadband Wireless
Networks. When seen through the lens of analytical modeling, there are a number of common threads that run through
the design and analysis of congestion control protocols in all these different areas, which are emphasized in this book.
The book also cuts a path through the profusion of algorithms in the literature, and puts the topic on a systematic and
logical footing. Internet Congestion Control provides practicing network engineers and researchers with a comprehensive
and accessible coverage of analytical models of congestion control algorithms, and gives readers everything needed to
understand the latest developments and research in this area. Examines and synthesizes the most important
developments in internet congestion control from the last 20 years. Provides detailed description on the congestion
control protocols used in four key areas; broadband wireless networks, high speed networks with large latencies, video
transmission networks, and data center networks. Offers accessible coverage of advanced topics such as Optimization
and Control Theory as applied to congestion control systems.
Congestion Control in Data Transmission Networks details the modeling and control of data traffic in communication
networks. It shows how various networking phenomena can be represented in a consistent mathematical framework
suitable for rigorous formal analysis. The monograph differentiates between fluid-flow continuous-time traffic models,
discrete-time processes with constant sampling rates, and sampled-data systems with variable discretization periods.
The authors address a number of difficult real-life problems, such as: optimal control of flows with disparate, time-varying
delay; the existence of source and channel nonlinearities; the balancing of quality of service and fairness requirements;
and the incorporation of variable rate allocation policies. Appropriate control mechanisms which can handle congestion
and guarantee high throughput in various traffic scenarios (with different networking phenomena being considered) are
proposed. Systematic design procedures using sound control-theoretic foundations are adopted. Since robustness issues
are of major concern in providing efficient data-flow regulation in today’s networks, sliding-mode control is selected as
the principal technique to be applied in creating the control solutions. The controller derivation is given extensive
analytical treatment and is supported with numerous realistic simulations. A comparison with existing solutions is also
provided. The concepts applied are discussed in a number of illustrative examples, and supported by many figures,
tables, and graphs walking the reader through the ideas and introducing their relevance in real networks. Academic
researchers and graduate students working in computer networks and telecommunications and in control (especially timedelay systems and discrete-time optimal and sliding-mode control) will find this text a valuable assistance in ensuring
smooth data-flow within communications networks.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 18th International Conference on Computer Information Systems and
Industrial Management Applications, CISIM 2019, held in Belgrade, Serbia, in September 2019. The 43 full papers
presented together with 3 abstracts of keynotes were carefully reviewed and selected from 70 submissions. The main
topics covered by the chapters in this book are biometrics, security systems, multimedia, classification and clustering,
industrial management. Besides these, the reader will find interesting papers on computer information systems as
applied to wireless networks, computer graphics, and intelligent systems. The papers are organized in the following
topical sections: biometrics and pattern recognition applications; computer information systems; industrial management
and other applications; machine learning and high performance computing; modelling and optimization; various aspects
of computer security.
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the next big challenge for the research community. The IPv6 over low power wireless
personal area network (6LoWPAN) protocol stack is considered a key part of the IoT. In 6LoWPAN networks, heavy
network traffic causes congestion which significantly degrades network performance and impacts on quality of service
aspects. This book presents a concrete, solid and logically ordered work on congestion control for 6LoWPAN networks
as a step toward successful implementation of the IoT and supporting the IoT application requirements. The book
addresses the congestion control issue in 6LoWPAN networks and presents a comprehensive literature review on
congestion control for WSNs and 6LoWPAN networks. An extensive congestion analysis and assessment for 6LoWPAN
networks is explored through analytical modelling, simulations and real experiments. A number of congestion control
mechanisms and algorithms are proposed to mitigate and solve the congestion problem in 6LoWPAN networks by using
and utilizing the non-cooperative game theory, multi-attribute decision making and network utility maximization
framework. The proposed algorithms are aware of node priorities and application priorities to support the IoT application
requirements and improve network performance in terms of throughput, end-to-end delay, energy consumption, number
of lost packets and weighted fairness index.
Computer Networks MCQs: Multiple Choice Questions and Answers (Quiz & Tests with Answer Keys) PDF, Networking
Worksheets & Quick Study Guide covers exam review worksheets to solve problems with 2000 solved MCQs. "Computer
Networks MCQ" PDF with answers covers concepts, theory and analytical assessment tests. "Computer Networks Quiz"
PDF book helps to practice test questions from exam prep notes. Networking study guide provides 2000 verbal,
quantitative, and analytical reasoning solved past question papers MCQs. Computer Networks Multiple Choice Questions
and Answers PDF download, a book covers solved quiz questions and answers on chapters: Analog transmission,
bandwidth utilization: multiplexing and spreading, computer networking, congestion control and quality of service,
connecting LANs, backbone networks and virtual LANs, cryptography, data and signals, data communications, data link
control, data transmission: telephone and cable networks, digital transmission, domain name system, error detection and
correction, multimedia, multiple access, network layer: address mapping, error reporting and multicasting, network layer:
delivery, forwarding, and routing, network layer: internet protocol, network layer: logical addressing, network
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management: SNMP, network models, network security, process to process delivery: UDP, TCP and SCTP, remote
logging, electronic mail and file transfer, security in the internet: IPSEC, SSUTLS, PGP, VPN and firewalls, SONET,
switching, transmission media, virtual circuit networks: frame relay and ATM, wired LANs: Ethernet, wireless LANs,
wireless wans: cellular telephone and satellite networks, www and http worksheets for college and university revision
guide. "Computer Networks Quiz Questions and Answers" PDF download with free sample test covers beginner's
questions and mock tests with exam workbook answer key. Computer networks MCQs book, a quick study guide from
textbooks and lecture notes provides exam practice tests. "Computer Networks Worksheets" PDF book with answers
covers problem solving in self-assessment workbook from computer science textbooks with past papers worksheets as:
Worksheet 1: Analog Transmission MCQs Worksheet 2: Bandwidth Utilization: Multiplexing and Spreading MCQs
Worksheet 3: Computer Networking MCQs Worksheet 4: Congestion Control and Quality of Service MCQs Worksheet 5:
Connecting LANs, Backbone Networks and Virtual LANs MCQs Worksheet 6: Cryptography MCQs Worksheet 7: Data
and Signals MCQs Worksheet 8: Data Communications MCQs Worksheet 9: Data Link Control MCQs Worksheet 10:
Data Transmission: Telephone and Cable Networks MCQs Worksheet 11: Digital Transmission MCQs Worksheet 12:
Domain Name System MCQs Worksheet 13: Error Detection and Correction MCQs Worksheet 14: Multimedia MCQs
Worksheet 15: Multiple Access MCQs Worksheet 16: Network Layer: Address Mapping, Error Reporting and Multicasting
MCQs Worksheet 17: Network Layer: Delivery, Forwarding, and Routing MCQs Worksheet 18: Network Layer: Internet
Protocol MCQs Worksheet 19: Network Layer: Logical Addressing MCQs Worksheet 20: Network Management: SNMP
MCQs Worksheet 21: Network Models MCQs Worksheet 22: Network Security MCQs Worksheet 23: Process to Process
Delivery: UDP, TCP and SCTP MCQs Worksheet 24: Remote Logging, Electronic Mail and File Transfer MCQs
Worksheet 25: Security in the Internet: IPSec, SSUTLS, PGP, VPN and Firewalls MCQs Worksheet 26: SONET MCQs
Worksheet 27: Switching MCQs Worksheet 28: Transmission Media MCQs Worksheet 29: Virtual Circuit Networks:
Frame Relay and ATM MCQs Worksheet 30: Wired LANs: Ethernet MCQs Worksheet 31: Wireless LANs MCQs
Worksheet 32: Wireless WANs: Cellular Telephone and Satellite Networks MCQs Worksheet 33: WWW and HTTP
MCQs Practice Analog Transmission MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Analog to analog conversion,
digital to analog conversion, amplitude modulation, computer networking, and return to zero. Practice Bandwidth
Utilization: Multiplexing and Spreading MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Multiplexers, multiplexing
techniques, network multiplexing, frequency division multiplexing, multilevel multiplexing, time division multiplexing,
wavelength division multiplexing, amplitude modulation, computer networks, data rate and signals, digital signal service,
and spread spectrum. Practice Computer Networking MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Networking
basics, what is network, network topology, star topology, protocols and standards, switching in networks, and what is
internet. Practice Congestion Control and Quality of Service MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions:
Congestion control, quality of service, techniques to improve QoS, analysis of algorithms, integrated services, network
congestion, networking basics, scheduling, and switched networks. Practice Connecting LANs, Backbone Networks and
Virtual LANs MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Backbone network, bridges, configuration
management, connecting devices, networking basics, physical layer, repeaters, VLANs configuration, and wireless
communication. Practice Cryptography MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Introduction to
cryptography, asymmetric key cryptography, ciphers, data encryption standard, network security, networks SNMP
protocol, and Symmetric Key Cryptography (SKC). Practice Data and Signals MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test
questions: Data rate and signals, data bandwidth, data rate limit, analog and digital signal, composite signals, digital
signals, baseband transmission, bit length, bit rate, latency, network performance, noiseless channel, period and
frequency, periodic and non-periodic signal, periodic analog signals, port addresses, and transmission impairment.
Practice Data Communications MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Data communications, data flow,
data packets, computer networking, computer networks, network protocols, network security, network topology, star
topology, and standard Ethernet. Practice Data Link Control MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Data
link layer, authentication protocols, data packets, byte stuffing, flow and error control, framing, HDLC, network protocols,
point to point protocol, noiseless channel, and noisy channels. Practice Data Transmission: Telephone and Cable
Networks MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Cable TV network, telephone networks, ADSL, data
bandwidth, data rate and signals, data transfer cable TV, dial up modems, digital subscriber line, downstream data band,
and transport layer. Practice Digital Transmission MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Amplitude
modulation, analog to analog conversion, bipolar scheme, block coding, data bandwidth, digital to analog conversion,
digital to digital conversion, HDB3, line coding schemes, multiline transmission, polar schemes, pulse code modulation,
return to zero, scrambling, synchronous transmission, transmission modes. Practice Domain Name System MCQ PDF
with answers to solve MCQ test questions: DNS, DNS encapsulation, DNS messages, DNS resolution, domain name
space, domain names, domains, distribution of name space, and registrars. Practice Error Detection and Correction MCQ
PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Error detection, block coding, cyclic codes, internet checksum, linear
block codes, network protocols, parity check code, and single bit error. Practice Multimedia MCQ PDF with answers to
solve MCQ test questions: Analysis of algorithms, audio and video compression, data packets, moving picture experts
group, streaming live audio video, real time interactive audio video, real time transport protocol, SNMP protocol, and
voice over IP. Practice Multiple Access MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Multiple access protocol,
frequency division multiple access, code division multiple access, channelization, controlled access, CSMA method,
CSMA/CD, data link layer, GSM and CDMA, physical layer, random access, sequence generation, and wireless
communication. Practice Network Layer: Address Mapping, Error Reporting and Multicasting MCQ PDF with answers to
solve MCQ test questions: Address mapping, class IP addressing, classful addressing, classless addressing, address
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resolution protocol, destination address, DHCP, extension headers, flooding, ICMP, ICMP protocol, ICMPV6, IGMP
protocol, internet protocol IPV4, intra and interdomain routing, IPV4 addresses, IPV6 and IPV4 address space, multicast
routing protocols, network router, network security, PIM software, ping program, routing table, standard Ethernet,
subnetting, tunneling, and what is internet. Practice network layer: delivery, forwarding, and routing MCQ PDF with
answers to solve MCQ test questions: Delivery, forwarding, and routing, networking layer forwarding, analysis of
algorithms, multicast routing protocols, networking layer delivery, and unicast routing protocols. Practice Network Layer:
Internet Protocol MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Internet working, IPV4 connectivity, IPV6 test,
and network router. Practice Network Layer: Logical Addressing MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions:
IPV4 addresses, IPV6 addresses, unicast addresses, IPV4 address space, and network router. Practice Network
management: SNMP MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Network management system, SNMP
protocol, simple network management protocol, configuration management, data packets, and Ethernet standards.
Practice Network Models MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Network address, bit rate, flow and error
control, layered tasks, open systems interconnection model, OSI model layers, peer to peer process, physical layer, port
addresses, TCP/IP protocol, TCP/IP suite, and transport layer. Practice Network Security MCQ PDF with answers to
solve MCQ test questions: Message authentication, message confidentiality, message integrity, analysis of algorithms,
and SNMP protocol. Practice Process to Process Delivery: UDP, TCP and SCTP MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ
test questions: Process to process delivery, UDP datagram, stream control transmission protocol (SCTP), transmission
control protocol (TCP), transport layer, and user datagram protocol. Practice Remote Logging, Electronic Mail and File
Transfer MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Remote logging, electronic mail, file transfer protocol,
domains, telnet, and what is internet. Practice Security in Internet: IPSec, SSUTLS, PGP, VPN and firewalls MCQ PDF
with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Network security, firewall, and computer networks. Practice SONET MCQ
PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: SONET architecture, SONET frames, SONET network, multiplexers,
STS multiplexing, and virtual tributaries. Practice Switching MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions:
Switching in networks, circuit switched networks, datagram networks, IPV6 and IPV4 address space, routing table, switch
structure, and virtual circuit networks. Practice Transmission Media MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions:
Transmission media, guided transmission media, unguided media: wireless, unguided transmission, computer networks,
infrared, standard Ethernet, twisted pair cable, and wireless networks. Practice Virtual Circuit Networks: Frame Relay and
ATM MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: virtual circuit networks, frame relay and ATM, frame relay in
VCN, ATM LANs, ATM technology, LAN network, length indicator, and local area network emulation. Practice Wired
LANs: Ethernet MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Ethernet standards, fast Ethernet, gigabit Ethernet,
standard Ethernet, data link layer, IEEE standards, and media access control. Practice Wireless LANs MCQ PDF with
answers to solve MCQ test questions: Wireless networks, Bluetooth LAN, LANs architecture, baseband layer, Bluetooth
devices, Bluetooth frame, Bluetooth Piconet, Bluetooth technology, direct sequence spread spectrum, distributed
coordination function, IEEE 802.11 frames, IEEE 802.11 standards, media access control, network protocols, OFDM,
physical layer, point coordination function, what is Bluetooth, wireless Bluetooth. Practice Wireless WANs: Cellular
Telephone and Satellite Networks MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: Satellite networks, satellites,
cellular telephone and satellite networks, GSM and CDMA, GSM network, AMPs, cellular networks, cellular telephony,
communication technology, configuration management, data communication and networking, frequency reuse principle,
global positioning system, information technology, interim standard 95 (IS-95), LEO satellite, low earth orbit, mobile
communication, mobile switching center, telecommunication network, and wireless communication. Practice WWW and
HTTP MCQ PDF with answers to solve MCQ test questions: World wide web architecture, http and html, hypertext
transfer protocol, web documents, and what is internet.
This book highlights research and survey articles dedicated to big data techniques for cyber-physical system (CPS),
which addresses the close interactions and feedback controls between cyber components and physical components. The
book first discusses some fundamental big data problems and solutions in large scale distributed CPSs. The book then
addresses the design and control challenges in multiple CPS domains such as vehicular system, smart city, smart
building, and digital microfluidic biochips. This book also presents the recent advances and trends in the maritime
simulation system and the flood defence system.
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